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fabric cover

12 nylon feet

8 male poles 

8 female 
poles

INSERT SHOCK-CORDED POLES:

BUILD A TWIST BOW:

Place a male pole and a female pole into one foot. Repeat the 
same process with another foot, so the two pieces are identical. 
Connect the male and female poles to create a double bow. When 
assembled correctly, the feet will face opposite directions. Build 
two twist bows for standard setup.

Place the cover on the ground, underside facing up. Assemble  
the shock-corded poles and slide them into the sleeves.

Single Bow Installation: Stand at the end of the cover with 
both your feet on the shock-corded poles. Attach a single bow to 
one of the shock-corded poles using the hook on the nylon foot. 
Holding the opposite foot and the center of the pole, pull the 
bow away from the cover until it is possible to push down on the 
free foot and hook it to the shock-corded pole.

Twist Bow Installation: To attach a twist bow, make sure poles 
are assembled correctly with one foot facing up and the other 
down. Connect one end of the bow to a shock-corded pole using 
the hook on the nylon foot. Twist (rotate) the other foot 180 
degrees until the hook is facing the cover. Pull the center of the 
bow away from the cover with one hand while pushing down 
with the other to hook the second foot.

BUILD A SINGLE BOW:

ASSEMBLING THE BOW FRAME:

LIGHTWEIGHT SETUP: 4 single bows
To assemble the cot in the minimum 
setup, use four single bows,  
placing two in the center 
slots and two in the 
slots second 
from the 
ends of 
the cover.

2 shock-corded poles  

STANDARD SETUP: 4 single bows, 2 twist bows
For standard setup, place single bows at both  
ends and in the slots three places from  
the ends. Place twist bows in the  
center locations for  
extra support.

Place a nylon foot on each pole using the hole on the hook-
facing side of the foot. Make sure the pole is positioned on the 
top of the platform. Insert a male pole into a female pole to 
make a bow. For standard setup, build four single bows.

thermarest.com

Tip: You can place single  
or twist bows in different slots to create a setup with custom support.

For additional languages (German, Japanese, Spanish, Italian and Dutch), or to watch video setup instructions please visit  
thermarest.com/cots/ultralite

COMPONENTS:
Your LuxuryLite cot includes the 
following parts:

 twist bows

Tip: Make sure half-assembled pole pairs are fully seated in the back of 
foot holes. To check, tap gently with a hand or against the ground.

Tip: : To make it easier to find the correct pole ends for assembly, lay out 
half-assembled poles (pole seated into one foot) so all feet face in the 
same direction.
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